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01 Things you should know 

01 The public key is a method of receiving 
[payments into your account that you may 
share with other. Your private key on the 
other hand is more like the key to your 
hidden safe. Whatever is inside is only safe 
if you don’t share the key with anybody else. 
Your crypto money is kept on the 
blockchain and the private key enables you 
to access them.  

When you setup a personal crypto currency 
wallet like https://metamask.io it generates 
your public and private keys and interacts 
with blockchains to show you how much 
cryptocurrency you hold. The crypto wallet 
may be thought of as a link between you 
and your crypto money which is stored on 
the blockchain. You may also use 
cryptocurrency wallets to purchase, sell, 
store and spend coins.

What is a blockchain?

Blockchain is a distributed, unchangeable 
ledger that makes recording transactions 
and managing assets in a corporate 
network easier. 
A tangible asset ( a home, car, cash or land) 
or intangible assets (intellectual property, 
art, music, materials, films, patents, 
copyrights and branding. On a blockchain 
almost anything of value may be monitored 
and traded lowering risk and cost for al 
parties involved.


What is a crypto wallet? 
To put in another way, crypto wallets are 
similar to bank accounts, but without the 
middleman. Crypto wallets work in a similar 
way to bank accounts such that they enable 
you to manage your cryptocurrency funds. 
Using public and private keys, crypto 
transactions take place on the blockchain.  
These keys may be thought of as the crypto 
equivalents of a bank account number and 
online banking login information. 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02 Story of our founders 

02 Erik Bazuin 
founder of muzix 
Music has always been a passion for me 
and as a entrepeneur with a fascination for 
tech and new concepts the muzix concept 
has been a vision for a long time now. As 
NFT’s and Blockchain are getting more and 
more relevant these days it was a no brainer 
to move forward with muzix. 
An artist has the right to own the most of his 
or her royalties or revenue and should 
decide together with collaborative parties 
about who gets what because without that 
artist there would be no music.

Umar Abbas 
CTO of muzix 
When Erik reached out to Reactive Space 
with his request i was eager to know what it 
was all about. No standard marketplace but 
a ecosystem serving a lot of target 
audiences!I was intrigued and did not 
hesitate when Reactive Space got the 
chance to set this up together with Erik.
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Privilege to artists 
Within the crypto realm, music-related assets represent an unexplored industry with enormous 
potential. The music industry requires innovation as well as more straightforward methods for 
musicians to manage their intellectual property and profits. This will allow fresh (and old) 
talents to be found on a decentralized marketplace, allowing individuals to earn money and 
realize their aspirations at a younger age. Currently, the music business is run from the top 
down. Our objective is to build it from the ground up.


According to statistics, music artists make about 12% of the total money earned in the 
business. The truth is that 90% of the money is split among 1% of the biggest music artists, 
which we believe is unfair and unjustified. MUZIX will be a decentralized and social 
marketplace that will let music artists communicate with their fans creatively. Content creators 
can use MUZIX to efficiently and effectively release their songs and receive direct payment 
from their fans and followers.

What is a smart contract? 
Smart contracts are essentially programs that execute when certain criteria are satisfied and 
are maintained on a blockchain. They're usually used to automate the execution of an 
agreement so that all parties may be confident of the conclusion right away, without the 
need for any facilitators or time waste. They can also automate a workflow, initiating the 
next step when certain circumstances are fulfilled.


What is a NFT? (Non Fungible Token) 
A digital asset that depicts real-world elements like art, music, in-game goods, and films is 
known as an NFT. They're bought and traded online, often using cryptocurrency, and 
they're usually encoded with the same software as many other cryptos. Because an NFT 
permits the buyer to keep the original object. It also comes with built-in authentication, 
which acts as evidence of ownership. The "digital bragging rights" are almost as valuable as 
the object itself to collectors.
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Streaming revenue distribution 
According to TechDirt Only 12% Of Music Revenue Goes To Actual Artists. 
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20180819/00051140461/only-12-music-revenue-goes-to-
actual-artists.shtml 

Key features 

‣ Platform for keeping up with the newest digital technology, developments and growth.


‣ Allows musicians to license their art on the blockchain


‣ Earn royalties over every sale as an artist


‣ Allows fans to invest in their favourite artist or song


‣ Potentially get the Royalties as a investor on full licensed NFT’s


‣ Our goal is to create a safe music NFT marketplace that encourages people to create 
and recognise undiscovered musicians


‣ Marketplace on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)


‣ Low gas fees


\
45,6% Labels

20,8% Platform

16,7% Taxes

10% Songwriters / Publishers

6,8% Artist
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03 Upcoming platform 

03

Muzix App 

‣ User friendly for the masses


‣ Fans can listen to the staked NFT’s


‣ Users can search for staked NFT’s, keep track of the latest releases and identify their 
favourite musicians


‣ $mzx token will be the reward depending on the listens and likes of staked NFT’s in 
the app


‣ The owners will be rewarded in their wallets and artists gets royalties


Muzix.io 
MUZIX will develop a user-friendly social network on Binance Smart Chain ( BSC) that makes it 
simple for creators to share their music and original material.

The creator will create the regulations for this Music, which will protect their copyrights. For 
fans, both free and paid material may be made available.


Our platform will enable up-and-coming stars to be paid directly by their fans at a much earlier 
level than is now possible, allowing them to recognise and monetize the value of their 
intellectual property.


Muzix Metaverse 
Conventional performances and travel used to be the primary source of revenue for musicians; 
however, this is no longer the case, and we will assist artists in generating revenue in a new 
and beneficial method.


‣ Revenue generation from copyrights in metaverse worlds by staking


‣ Different venues and locations in the metaverse where NFT music can be staked


‣ Provide a social environment to meet and listen to music Sell NFT tickets to live 
performances


‣ Attend a live performance when buying and holding this NFT till the date of the 
performance (concert)


In the near future, investing in Music NFTs will be a terrific bargain.
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Our sole purpose is to build a safe 
and effective platform for creators to 
have direct control over revenue and 
to revolutionise interaction between 
fans/followers and their preferred 
community. For casual users, this 
platform will be useful and effective in 
keeping up with the latest up and 
coming stars and their creations. 
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04 Muzix native currency 

04 What is a native token 
The phrase "native token" refers to a unique virtual currency token or the method by which 
cryptocurrencies are valued. These tokens are fungible and tradable assets or utilities with their 
own blockchains.

Native tokens are a new feature on Binance Smart Chain that allows multi-asset transactions. 
BNB is one of these assets, as well as an unlimited number of user-defined (custom) tokens.
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MZX is muzix’s native token on the Binance 
smart chain 

Rewards via $mzx 
Rewards via MZX tokens are the digital goods that will be distributed among users in different 
forms.


‣ $mzx token will be distributed as a reward to the first new users of the muzix platform 
as a token of appreciation


‣ $mzx token will be rewarded to those who will stake their NFT’s


‣ A service fee will not be deducted on transactions if they are selling or buying NFT 
through $mzx token.




Category Allocation Price ($) Token Locked units Vesting (months) Notes

Investors 50% — 50.000.000 24 months 6 months
5% monthly starting 
month 6

Founders 20% — 20.000.000 24 months 28 months
5% monthly starting 
month 12

Platform 13% — 13.000.000 3 months 13 months
5% monthly starting 
month 13

Operations 5% — 5.000.000 3 months 11 months
5% monthly starting 
month 11

Marketing 5% — 5.000.000 3 months 13 months
5% monthly starting 
month 13

Airdrop 2% — 2.000.000 — — —

Team 5% — 5.000.000 — 24 months —

Seed sale 0 0.01 — — Yes —

Public sale 0 — — — — —

CEW 0 — — — — —

Exchange Liquidity 0 — — — — —

100% 100.000.000
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Tokenomics 

Total supply of $mzx: 100,000,000 
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05 Staking & Burning 

05 What is staking? 
Staking is a method of putting your cryptocurrency to work and earning benefits.

Staking cryptocurrency is the practice of committing your crypto assets to a blockchain 
network in order to sustain it and validate transactions. Proof-of-stake cryptocurrencies are a 
more energy-efficient alternative to proof-of-work cryptocurrencies, which need mining 
equipment that employs computational power to solve mathematical equations.


Staking is a terrific technique to make passive income with your cryptocurrency.


Staking $mzx token 
Our MZX tokens are based on the Proof-of-Stake mechanism, which allows users to stake 
their NFTs on our platform in exchange for MZX tokens as a reward.


What is burning? 
A cryptocurrency token is burned when it is delivered to an unusable wallet address in order to 
remove it from circulation. No one can access or assign the address, which is known as a burn 
address or eater address. When a token is transferred to a burn address, it is permanently lost.


Burning $mzx token 
Our team will host a burning procedure to increase the value of the MZX token. The purpose of 
this procedure is to express gratitude to our users and the audience that is holding our coin. 
Our goal is to burn $mzx when our app for staking is available.
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06 Businessmodal & Roadmap 

06 Businessmodal 
The business-modal is very straightforward and transparent. On every transaction through our 
platform and app we deduct a 2,5% fee. So on every dollar we get a 2,5ct fee. Seems pretty 
reasonable right?
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Roadmap 

2022
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2022

Q1

Q1 ( Jan-Feb-March ) 
Quater one is based on the Soft Launch of the project, $mzx token launch and Community 
Building.


‣ Complete whitepaper


‣ Complete pitch deck


‣ Release website v1


‣ Social media setup


‣ Beta Launch of the project


‣ Private Sales (phase 1)


‣ Launch $mzx token


‣ Private Sales (Phase 2)


Q2 ( April-May-June ) 

‣ IDO of $mzx on Pancakeswap


‣ IEO of $mzx token on OkeX, BitXMI


‣ Muzix Europe Launch


‣ Muzix Middle East launch


‣ Listing of $mzx on different platforms like CoinGecko and CoinMarketcap


‣ Listing of $mzx token in Trust Wallet


‣ Listing of $mzx token on other blockchains like Matic, Ethereum , Polygon through a 
bridge


‣ Public Sale on CEX (OkeX, BitXMI)


Q2

2022
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Roadmap 
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2022

Q3

Q3 ( Jul-Aug-Sept ) 

‣ Begin marketing campaigns


‣ Grow community


‣ Connect with influencers


‣ Connect with stakeholders (labels, investors, incubators)


‣ Expand marketing Team


‣ Airdrop and Bounty $mzx token


‣ $mzx staking


‣ Mobile version (iOS)


‣ Enhanced UI/UX


‣ Smart contract auditing (Solidity Finance)


Q4 ( Okt-Nov-Dec ) 

‣ Multilanguage


‣ Design and Concept muzix Metaverse


‣ Add MZX payment


‣ Add BTC payment


‣ Add ETH payment


‣ Add USDT payment


‣ Add BUSD payment


‣ Add USDC payment


‣ Partnership with artists and musicians


‣ Partner with content creators and inventors


Q4

2022
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Roadmap 

2023
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2023

Q1

Q1 ( Jan-Feb-March ) 

‣ Rebrand website / logo V2


‣ Expand community


‣ Launch minting for music video section


‣ Launch marketplace for music video section


‣ Initiate partnerships


‣ Testing muzix met averse


‣ Optimize platform


‣ Dark and Light version added


Q2 ( April-May-June ) 

‣ Heavy marketing campaigns


‣ NFT marketplace redesign


‣ Discover new artists and creators


‣ Competitions


‣ Muzix Metaverse Beta version


Q2

2023

2023

Q3

Q3 ( Jul-Aug-Sept ) 

‣ Featuring User Profile section


‣ Featuring NFT section


‣ Event $mzx token


‣ More rewards for staking NFT’s


‣ Partnerships renowned influencers


‣ Airdrop and Bounty V2


‣ Muzix exclusive NFT launch
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Roadmap 
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Q4 ( Okt-Nov-Dec ) 

‣ Muzix Mobile version iOS & Android


‣ Enhanced features on mobile app


‣ Enhanced UI/UX


‣ Metaverse Alpha version


‣ Virtual Gallery


‣ Concert and NFT tickets


Q4

2023

2024 



Looking for collaboration? 
Or want to get involved in the project?   
Let’s discuss the possibilities 
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Leon Gelderblom 
Advisor


Umar Abbas 
CTO

info@muzix.io


Erik Bazuin 
Founder 

erik@muzix.io


07 The team 
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Faseeh 
Marketing & Content


Zubaria 
Designer
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